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DISCUSSION: The service center director denied the nonimmigrant visa petition. The matter is 
now on appeal before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO). The appeal will be dismissed. 
The petition will be denied. 

On the Form I-l29 visa petition and supporting documentation, the petitioner describes itself as a 
company, established in 2009, involved in the import and distribution of household and healthcare 
products. Ill order to employ the benefi~i~y i:IJ. what it designates as a market research analyst 
position, the petitioner seeks to classify her as a nonimmigrant worker in a specialty oc;cupation 
pUJSUaiJt t<> section 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b) of the liiunigratiofl and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 
§ 1101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b). 

The director denied the petition, fmding that the petitioner failed to establish that the proffered 
position qlJalifies as a specialty occupation iii accordance with the applicable statutory and regqlatory 
provisions. On appe(lj,, counsel for ihe petitioner asserts that the director's basis fot denial of the 
petition w-as erroneous and contends tbattb.e petitioner satisfied all evidentiary requirements. 

The · record of proceeding before the AAO contains: (1) the Form 1-129 ami supporting 
· documentation; (2) the director's request for evideilc.e (RFE); (3) the petitioner's response· to the 
RFE; (4) the notice of decision; and (5) the Foim I-290B and supporting materials. The AAO 
reviewed the record ill its entirety before issuing its decision. 

For the reasons that will be discussed below, the AAO agrees with the director rthat the petiHoner 
has not established eligibility for the benefit sought. Accordillgly, the director's decision .will not be 
disturbed. The appeal will be dismissed, and the petition will be denied. 

The primary issue for consideration is whether the petitioner's proffered position ql!alifies as a 
specialty oc;cupation. To meet its burden of proof ill this regard, the petitioner must establisb tha~ 
the employment it is offering to the beneficiary meets the applicable statutory and regulatory 
requirements. 

.I 

Section 214(i)(l) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1184(i)(l), defines the term "specialty occupation'' ,~ an 
occll,pa_tion that requires: 

(A) theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized 
knowledge, and 

(B) attainment of a bachelor's ot higher degree in the specific speciaity (or its 
equivalent) as a milliniuni for entry into the occupation in the United States. 

The regulation at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii) states, in pertinent part, the following: 

Specialty occupation means an occupation which [ ( 1)] requires theoretical and 
practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge in fields of human 
endeavor including, but not lim.ited. to, architecture, engineering, mathematics, 
physical sciences, social sciences, medicine 311d health, education, \msiness 
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specialties, accoupting, law, theology, and the arts, and which [(2)] requires the 
attainment of a bachelor's d.egree or higher in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, 
aS a minimum for entry into the occupation irt the United States. 

PursuatJ.t to 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A), to qualify as a specialty occupation, a proposed position 
must also meet one of the following criteria: 

(1) A baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent is normally the mj.nimum 
requirement for entry into the particular position; 

(2) The degree requirement is common to the industry in parallel positions 
among similar organizations or, irt the alternative, an employer may show 
that its particular position is so complex or unique that it can be performed 
only by an individual with a degree; 

(3) The employer normally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position; or 

(4) The nature of the specific duties [is] so specialized .and complex that 
knowledge required to perform the duties is usually associated with the 

. attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree. 

As a threshold issue, it is noted that 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) must logically be read together 
with section. 214(i)(l) of the Act and 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii). In other words, this regulatory 
language must be construed in harmony with the thru.st of the related provi_sions and with the statute 
as a Whole. SeeK Marl Corp. v. Cartier, Inc., 486 U.S. 281, 291 (1988) (holding that construction 
of language which takes into account the design of the statute as a whole is preferred); see also 
COlT Independence Joint Venture v. Federal Sav. and Loan Ins. Corp., 489 U.S. 561 (1989); 
Matter of W-F-, 21 l&N Dec. 503 (lHA 1996). As such, the criteria staled in 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) should logically be read as being necessary but not necessarily -sufficient to 
meet the statutory and regulatory definition of specialty occupation. To other'Wise interpret this 
section as stating the necessary and sufficient conditions for meeting the definition of specialty 
occupation would result in particular positions meeting a condition under 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) but not the statutory or regulatory definition. See Defensor v. Meissner, 201 
P.3d 384, 387 (5th Cir. 2000). To avoid th!s Illogical and absurd result, 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(b.)(4)(i.ii)(A) must therefore be read as providing supplemental crite;ria that must be met iiJ. 
accordance with, and not as alternatives to, the statutory and regulatory definitions of specialty 
occupation. 

As such and consmiant with section 214(i)(l) of the Act and the regulation at 8 C.P.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(i.i},, U.S. Citizenship and lrnin.igration Services (USCIS) consistently interprets the 
tefirl "degree" in the criteria at .8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) to mean not just any baccalaureate or 
higher degree, but one in a specific specialty that is directly related to the proffered position. See 
Royal Sia.w Corp. v. Chertoff, 484 P.3d 139, 147 (1st Cir. 2007) (describing "a degree requirement 
in a specific specialty" as "one that relates directly to the duties and responsibilities of a particular 
position"). Applying this standard, USCIS regularly approves H-1B petitions for qualified alieni 
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who a,re to be employed as e.ngineers, computer scientists, certified public accountants, college 
professors, and other such occupations. These professions, for which petitioners have regularly 
been able to establish a minimum entty requirement ill the United States of a baccalaureate or 
higher degree in a specific specialty or its equivalent directly related to the duties and 
responsibiiities of the particular position, fairly represent the types of specialty occupations tha.l 
Congress con~e.mplated when it cre~ted the H-1B visa category. 

To determine whether a partiCular job qualifies as a specialty occupation, USCIS does not simply 
rely on a position's title. The specific duties of the proffered position, combined with fu.e nature of 
the petitioning entity's busipess oper~tions, are f~ctors to be considered. US CIS must examine the 
ultimate employment of the alien, and determine whether the position qualifies as a specialty 
occupation. See generally Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384. The critical element is not the title 
of the position nor an employer's self-imposed standards, but whether the position actually requires 
the tbeoret_ical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge, a,nd the 
attai.nment of a baccalaureate or higher degree in the specific specialty as the minimum for entry 
illto the occupation, as requited by the Act. 

In th_is ro;;ttter, the petitioner seeks the beneficiary's services to serve in a position it designates as a 
ma,rket resea,rch an_alyst on a part time basis (25-30 hours per week) at the rate of $16.09 per hol1T. 
In its support let~er datec,l May 31, 2012, the petitioner provided the following description of the 
proffered position: · · 

• Collect arid analyze data on customer demographics, preferences, needs, and 
buying habits to identify potential markets and factors affecting product demand; 

• Research potential target market groups arid generate reports and graphic data 
illustrations for executive's review; 

• Seek and provide information to identify sales growth opportunities and the 
products' position in the marketplace; 

• Gather d;;tta on competitors by a,nalyzing fu.eir prices, sales, and method of 
marketing and distribution~ 

• Measure the effectiveness of marketing, advertising, and communications 
programs a,nd strategies; [and] 

• Forecast and .track marketing and sales trends, and analyzing collected data. 

In addition, the petitioner states that ''[t]he minimum requirement for this position is a Bachelor's 
degree ill Economics, Business, or its equivalency in a related field. II · 

With the Form 1-129 petition, the petitioner submitted a copy of the benefici~'s foreign ac.ademic 
credentials, as well as a. credential evaluation from the Foundation for International SerVices, Inc. 
The credential evaluation indicates that the beneficiary's foreign education is ''the equivalent of a 
bachelor's degree with a dou.ble major in applied statistics and business administration from a 
regionally accredited college ot university in the United States. II 

The petitioner also submitted a Labor Condition Application (LCA) in support of the instant H-1B 
petition. The AAO notes that the LCA design~tion for fu.e proffered positior1 correspon-ds to the 
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occqpCJ.tion;J.l cl~ssification "Market Research An~lyst ~d Mar](etiiJ.g Specialists" .,. SOC 
(ONET/OES Code) 13-1161. The petitio11er designated the proffered position as a Level I (entry 
level) position. 

Furthermore, l.n support of the petition, the petitioner provided information regarding its business 
operations, mcluding (J. work flOW chart, a 2012 Product Information pa,cket, a sales chart, 
documents referred to by counsel as "work satnples,"·irivoices and related documents. 

The AAO notes that the petitioner has described the duties of the beneficiary's employment in the 
same general tern1s as those used by the Occupational Information Network (O*NET) Code 
Connector. That is, the wording of the above duties as provided by the petitioner for the proffered 
position ate recited ·almost verbatim from the tasks associated with the occupational category 
,;Market Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists'' from the O*NET Code Connector.1 this 
type of generalized description may be appropriate when defining the range of duties that may be 
performed within an occupational category, but it fails to adequately convey the subst®tive work 
that the beneficiary ,will perform within the petitioner's business operations and, thus, generally 
cannot be relied upon by a petitioner when discussing the duties attached to specific H-1B 
employment. In establishing a position as a specialty occupation, a petitioner must describe the 
specific dqties and 'responsibilities to be performed by the beneficiary in the context of the 
petitioner's business operations, demonstrate a legitimate need for an employee exists, and 
substantiate that it has H-1B caliber work for the beneficiary for the period of employment 
requested in the petition. 

Moreover, the AAO observes that the petitioner did not provide any inform~tion with regard to the 
order of importance and/or frequency of occurrence with which the beneficiary will perform the 
functions and tasks. Thus, the petitioner failed to specify which tasks were major functions of the 

1 For exalllple the O*NET Code Connector provides, in pertinent part, the following inforrnatioi1 regarding 
the tasks associated with the occupational category ''Marke.t Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists": 

• Collect and analyze data on customer demographics, preferences, needs, and buying 
habits to identify potential inarkets and factors affecting product demand. · 

• Prepare reports of findings, illustrating data graphically and translating complex findings' 
i,ntp written text. 

• Seek and provide information to help companies determine their position in the 
marketplace. 

• Gather data on competitors and analyze their prices, sales, and method of marketing and 
distribution. 

• Measure the effectiveness of IDirketing, a<Ivertising, and communications programs and 
strategies. 

• Forecast and track marketing and sales trends, analyzing collected data. 

See O*NET Code Connector, Market Research Analysts and Marketing Specialists, on the Internet at 
, nttp://www.onetcodeconnector.org/ccreport/13-1161.00 (last visited. November 20, 2013). 
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proffered position and it did not est~blish the frequency with which each of the duties would be 
perforilied (e.g., regularly; periodically or at irregular intervals). As a result, the petitioner did not 
establish the primary aild essential functions of the proffered position. 

That is, the AAO notes that the petitioner's job description for the proffered position is generalized 
and generic as the petitioner fails to convey either the subst~tive nature of the work that the 
beneficiary Would actually perform, or aily particular body of highly specialized knowledge that 
would. have to be theoretically and practically applied to perform the proffered position. 

The petitioner f~iled to provide suf[iciem detajls regarding the narnre. and scope ofthe beneficiary's 
employment or substantive evidence regarding the actual work that the beneficiary would petfotm.. 
Without a meaningful job description, the record lacks evidence sufficiently concrete and 
informative to demonstrate that the proffered position requires a specialty occupation's level of 
lmowledge in a specific specialty, or its equivalent. The tasks as described fail to comwWiicate (1) 
the actual work that the beneficiary. would peJ.form, (2) the complexity; uniqueness and/or 
speCialization of the tasks, aildlor (3) the c01;relation between tha:t work and a need for a particular 
level education of highly specialized knowledge in a specific specialty. The petitioner's assertion 
with regard to the educational requirement is conclusory and unpersuasive, as it is not supported by 
the jot> description. · · 

Upon review of the docili:hentation, the director found the evidence insufficient to ~stablish 

eligibility for the benefit sought and issued an RFE on October 15, 2012. The petitioner was asked 
to submit probative evidence to establish that a specialty occupation position exists for the 
beneficiary. The director outlined the specific evidence to be submitted; The AAO notes that the 
director specifically requested the petitioner to provide a more detailed description of the work to be 
performed by the beneficiary fot the entire period requested, including the specific job duties, the 
percentage of time to be spent ort each duty, level of responsibility, etc. 

On D.ecember ZO, ZOU, counsel responded by submitting a brief and additional evidence. 
Specifically, coilnsel submitted, in part, (1) art excerpt entitled "Market Research Analysts" from the 
U.S. Department of Labor's (DOL's) Occupational Ou(look Handbook (hereinafter the Handbook), 
2012-13 Edition; (2) a letter from ; (3) job vacancy 
announcements; (4) a letter from Professor of Marketing and Marketing 
Department Chair at (5) the petitioner's 2011 Household & Health Care Market 
report; and (6) previously submitted documents. 

Although speCifically req"Qested in the Rffi, the petitioner cljd not provide a more detailed 
description of the work to be performed by the beneficiary. Rather, counsel submitted the same job 
description that was included with the initial petition (Which was recited from O*NET Code 
Connector). The petitioner and its counsel did not provide an explanation for failing.to submit a 
more detailed description of the duties of the proffered position. 

The director reviewed the information provided by counsel to determine whether the petitioner had 
established eligibility for the benefit sought. Although the petitioner claimed that the beneficiary 
would serve in a specialty occupation, the director determined that the petitioner failed to establish 
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how the beneficiary's immediate duties would necessitate services at a level requiring the theoretical 
and practical application of at least a bachelor's degree level of a body of highly specialized 
Jcnowledge in a specific specialty .. The director denied the petition on February 15, 2013. 
Thereafter, cou.nsel submitted an appeal of the denial of the H-1 B petition. 

the issue before the AAO is whether the petitioner has provided sufficient evidence to establish that 
it would employ the beneficiary in a specialty occupation position. The AAO will first make some 
prelim.inary findings th~t are materia.! to this deCision's application of the H-1B statutory and 
regulatory framework to the proffered position as described in fue record of proceeding. 

When determining whether a position is a specialty occupation, it is important to consider the nature 
of the business offering the employment and the description of the specific duties of the position as 
it relates to the particu.l~r employer. To ~scertain the intent of~ petitioner, USCIS looks to the 
Form. I-129 and the documents filed in support of the petition. It is only in this manner that the 
agency can determine the exact position offered, the location of employment, the proffered Wage, et 
cetera. Pursuant to 8 C.P.R.§ 214.2(h)(9)(i), the director has the responsibility to consider ali of the 
evidence submitted by ~ petitioner and su<;h oth_er evidence that he or she roa.y independently 
require to assist his or her adjudication. · Further, the regulation at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iv) 
provides that "[a]n H-1B petition involving a Specialty occupation shall be accompanied by 
[ d]ocumentation ... or any other required evidence sufficient to establish ... that the services the 
beneficia.ry is· to perform are in a specialty occupation.'' 

For H-1B approval, the petitioner must demonstrate a legitimate need for an employee exists and to 
substantiate that it has H-1B caliber work for the beneficiary for the period of employment 
requested in the petition. It is incumbent upon the petitioner to demonstrate it has sufficient work to 
require the services of a person with at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty, or its 
equivalent, to perform duties at a level tha.t requires fue theoretic~! and practica.l application of at 
least a bachelor's degree· level of a body of highly specialized knowledge in a specific specialty for 
the period specified in the petition. 

Further, it is reasonable to assume that tbe size of an employer's business has or could have an 
impact on the duties of a particular position. S~e EG. Enterprises, Inc. d/b/a/ Mexican Wholesale 
Grocery v Department ofHomelcmd Sec~rity, 467 F. Supp, 2d 728 (E.D. Mich. 2006}. Thus, tbe 
size of a petitioner may be considered as a component of the nature of the petitioner's business, as 
the size impacts upon the duties of a particular position. fu matters where a petitioner's business is 
relatively small, the AAd reviews the record for evidence that its operations, are, nevertheless, of 
sufficient complexity to indicate that it would employ the beneficiary in a position requiring the 
theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge that may be obtained 
only through a baccalaureate or higher degree ill a specific specialty, or its equivalent. 
Additionally, when a petitioner employs relatively few people, it may be necessary for the petitioner 
to establish how the beneficiary will be relieved from performing non-qualifying duties. In the 
Form I-129 petition, the petiHoner stated that it currentlyhas three employees. Upon review oftbe 
record of the proceeding, the AAO observes that the petitioner and counsel did not address or 
provide probative documentation as to how the beneficiary would be relieved from performing non-
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qualifying duties. Further, the record of proceeding does not contain the job titles and job 
descriptions of the petitioner's other employees. 

Moreover, based upon a review of the record of proceeding, the AAO fmds that there are 
discrepancies and inconsistencies in . the record of the proceeding . with regard to the proffered 
position. This particular aspect is exemplified by the discrepancy between what the petitioner 
cl~ims about the requiiements and level of responsibility inherent in the proffered position set 
against the contrary information conveyed by the petitioner in the LCA submitted in support of the 
petition. 

As previously stated, the petitioner provided an LCA in support of the instant petition that indiQajes 
the occupation_al classification for the position is "M~ket Research Analysts and Marketing 
Specialists"~ SOC (ONET/QES) code 13,.1161. In the LCA, the petitioner designated the proffered 
position as a Level I (entry) position, with a prevailing wage of $16.09 per hour. The prevailing 
wage source is listed in the LCA as the OES (Occupational Employment Statistics) OFLC (Office 
of Foreign Labor Certification) Online Data Center? The LCA was certified on May 24, ZOIZ. The 
petitioner signed t:he LCA on May 31, Z012. The AAO notes that by completing and submitting the 
LCA, and by signing the LCA, the petitioner attested that the information contained in the LCA was 
true and accurate. 

Based upon a review of the record of proceeding, the AAO 'fipds the wage level for the proffered 
position questionable. Wage levels should be determined only after selecting the most relevant 
Occupational Information Network. (O*NET) code classification. Then, a prevailing wage 
determination is made by selecting one of four wage levels for an occupation based on a 
comparison of the employer's job requirements to the occupational requirements, including t.asks, 
knowledge, skills, and specific vocational prep~ation (education; training and experience) generally 
requited for acceptable performance in that occupation. 3 

· 

Prevailing wage determinations start with a Level I (entry) and progress to a wage that is 
commenswate with that of a Level II (qualified), Level lU (experienced), or Level- IV (fully 
competent) after considering the job requirements, experience, education, special skills/other 
requirements and supervisory duties. Factors to be considered when determining the prevailing 
wage level for a position include the complexity of thejob duties, the level of judgment, the amount 

2 The Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) program produces employment and 'wage estimates for 
oVer 800 occupati()ns. See Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor; on the Internet at 
http://www.bls.gov/oes/. The OES All industries Database is available at the Foreign Labor Certification 
(OFLC) Data Center, Which includes the Online Wage Library for prevailing wage deter11linations and the 
disc:losllre databases for the temporary and permanent programs. The Online Wage Library is accessible at 
http://www.flcdatacenter.com/. 

3 For additional illfol1Jlation on wage levels, see U.S. Dep't of Labor, Enip't & Training Admin, Pn~valling 
Wage Determination Policy Guidance, Nonagric. Immigration Programs (rev. Nov. 2009), available at 
http://www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/NPWHC_Guidance,....Revised""""l1_2009.pdf. 
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C:l,IJ.d level of supervision, and the level of understanding required to perform the job duties.4 DOL 
emphasi~es t:h~t tbese guidelines should not be implemented in a mechanical fashion and that the 
wage level should be commensurate with the complex.ity of the tasks_, independent judgment 
required, arid amount of clos.e supervision received as indicated by the job description. 

As previously mentioned, the ''Prevailing Wage Determination Policy Guidance'' issued by DOL 
provides a description of the wage levels. A Level I wage rate is defined by DOL as follows: 

L~vel I (entry) wage rates are assigned to job offers for beginning level employees 
who have only a basic understanding of the occupation. These employees perform 
routW.e tasks that require limited, if any, exercise of judgment. The tasks provide 
experience and familiarization witb tbe employer's methods, practices, and 
programs. The employees may perform higher level work for training and 
developmental purposes. These employees work under close supervision and receiVe 
specU.c instructions on required tasks and results expected. Their work is ,closely 
monitored and reviewed for accuracy. Statements that the job offer is for a research 
fellow, a worker in training, or an internship are indicators that a Level I wage 
should be considered. 

See U.S. Dep't of Labor, Emp't & Training Admin., Prevailing Wage Determination Policy 
Guidance, Nonagric. llnroigration Programs (rev. Nov.. 2009), available at 
http://www .foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov /pdf/NPWHC '"""Guidance"""Revised~ 11_2009. pdf. 

In the instant case, the petitioner claims that the market research analyst will ''guide [the] company's 
marketing decisions n and ''utilize data analysis . techniques and marketing procedures that will 
ensure the futuxe success of [the] company." Further, tbe petitioner asserts th.at it requires an 
individual "Who works well independently." . However, the petitioner's designation of the proffered 
position at a Level I wage-rate indicates that the beneficiary will be expected to "perform routine 
tasks that require limited, if any, exercise of judgment" and that she will work ''under close 
supervision. n 

Counsel repeatedly claims that the proffered position involves specialized, complex and/or unique 
duties. In response to the director's RFE, counsel emphasizes that the "extensive analysis arid 
research is required." According to Counsel, the proffered position "is critical and vital to the 
longevity, vitality, and growth of the petitioner." Counsel claims that the proffered position's 
"duties are integrated, complex and vary in importance based upon the company's necessity." 
Co\lllsel fl.IrtlJ,er st~1.tes that ''[t]he market research analyst position requires strong analytical skill.s" 

. 
4 A point system is used to assess the complexity of the job and assjgn tbe wage level. Step 1 requires a "1" 
to representthe job's requirements. Step 2 addresses experience and must contain a "0'' (for at or below the 
level of experience and SVP range), a ''1" (low end of experience and SVP), a ''2'' (high end), or "3" (greater 
than range). Step 3 considers education required to perform the job duties, a "1" (mote than the usual 
education by one category) or "2'' (more than the usual education by more than one category). Step 4 
accounts for Special Skills requirements that indicate a higher level of compiexity or decision-making with a 
"1 "or a "2" entered as appropriate. Finally, Step 5 addresses Supervisory Duties, With a "1" entered unless 
supervision is ~enerally required by the occupation. 
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~m:l "strong data research and analysis skills." He emphasizes ''the demanding, complex, and 
sophisticated IJ,ature of the duties that must be performed." Counsel states, "The incumbent must be 
able to work independently with no supervision and must be able to gather, organize; and analyze 
pertinent data to guide the company's marketing decisions." Additionally, counsel claims that all of 
the job duties are "integrated [and] complex." However, here, the petitioner has classified the 
proffered position at a Level I wage, which is appropriate for a position requiring only "a basic 
understanding of the occupation" who will "receive specific instructions on required tMks ~d 
resUlts expected" at a level expected of a "worker in training" or an individual performing an 
''internship." 

Counsel asserts that the petitioner h_as "grown in volume· and status and therefore needs a dedicated 
market research analyst to ensure its continued growth, success, @cl future," He also states that tbe 
position "requites great oversight" and that without the proffered position, the petitioner "cannot 
effectively find growth opportunities and maintain longevity." On appeal, counsel claims that the 
position requires "highly specialized knowledge. in order to provide comprehensive analysis of 
competitor and market research data for compilation into understandable charts and graphs." In 
addition, again emphasizes "the demanding, complex, and sophisticated nature of the duties." The 
petitioner and couilsel claim that the petitioner will be relying heavily on the beneficiary's work 
product to make critical decisions regarding the company's expansion of its business and operations. 
Such reliance on the beneficiary's work appears to surpass the expectations of a Level I position, as 
described above, where the employee works under close supervision, performing routine tasks that 
requite only a basic understanding of the occupation and limited exercise of judgment. In the 
instant case, rather than the beneficiary's work being "monitored and reviewed for aeclltacy," it 
appears that the petitioner claims that it will be relying on the accuracy of the beneficiary's work 
product to make major business decisions about the direction of the company. 

Thus, upon review of the assertions regarding the proffered position, the AAO must question the 
level of complexity, independent judgment and understanding that are actually needed for the 
proffered position as the LCA is certified for a Level i entry-level position. This characterization of 
the position and the claimed duties, responsibilities and requirements as described in the record of 
proceeding conflict with the wage-rate element of the LCA selected by the petitioner, which, as 
reflected in the discussion above, is indicative of a comparatively low, entry-level position relative 
to others within the occupation. In accordance with the relevant DOL explanatory,information on 
wage levels, this wage rate indicates that . the beneficiary is only requited to have a basic 
understanding of the occupation; that she will be expected to perfotm routine tasks that require 
limited~ if any, exercise of judgment; that she will be closely supervised and her work closely 
monitored ap.d reviewed for accuracy; and that she will receive specific instructions on required 
tasks and expected results. Furt:b,efJ)lore, a Level I designation is appropriate for a positio1,1 as a 
research fellow, a Worker in training, or an internship. 

Under the H-18 progmm, a petitioner must offer a beneficiary wages that are at least the actual 
wage level paid by the petitioner to all other individuals with similar experience and qualifications 
for the specific employment in question, or the prevailing wage level for the occupational 
cl~ssi(ication iJl the· area of employment, whichever is greater, based on the best information 
available as of the time of filing the application. See section 21Z(n)(l)(A) of the Act, 
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8 U.S.C. § 1182(n)(1)(A); Patel v. Boghra, 369 Fed.Appx. 722, 723 (7th Cir. 2010). The LCA 
serves as the critical mechanism for enforcing s.ectioil 212(n)(1) of the Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1182(n)(1). 
Sec 65 Fed. Reg. 80110, 80110-80111 (indicating that the wage protections in the Act seek ''to 
protect U.S. workers' w~ges lUld eliminate any economic incentive or advantage in hiring temporary 
foreign workers" and that this "process of protecting U.S. workers begins wit,}:) [tbe filing of ::111 
LCA] with [DOL]"). . . 

The MO notes tbat tP.e prevailing wage on the LCA corresponds to a Level I position for the 
occupational category of "Market Research An~ysts and Marketing Speci'!.lists'' for Los Angeles 
County (Los Angeles, Califomia).5 Notably, if the proffered position were designated as a higher 
level position, the prevailing wage at that time would have been $23.37 per hotit for a Level II 
position, $30.64 per hour for a Level III position, and $37.92 per hour for a Level IV position. 

The petitioner was required to provide, at the time of filing the H-1B petition; <m LCA certified for 
the correct wage level in order for it to be found to correspond to the petition, To pertnit otherwise 
wotJld result in a petitioner paying a wage lower than that required by section 212(n)(l)(A) of the 
Act, by allowing th~t petitioner to simply submit an LCA for a different wage level at a lower 
prevailing: wage than the one that it claims i~ is offering to the beneficiary. As such, the petitioner 
has failed to establish that it would pay an adequate ·. s"'lary for the bene(iciary's work, as required 
under the Act, if the petition were gtailted. 

The AAO also notes that this aspect of the LCA undermines the credibility of the petition, and, in 
particular, the credibility of the' petitioner's ' assertions regarding the demands, level of 
responsibilities and requirements of the proffered position. It is incumbent upon the petitioner to 
resolve any inconsistencies in the record by independent objective evidence. Any attempt to 
explain or reconcile such inconsistencies will not suffice unless the petitioner submits competent 
objective evidence pointi.Ilg to where the truth lies. Matter of Ho, 19 I&N Dec. 591-92. 

As noted below, the regulation at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(i)(B)(2) specifies that certification of an 
LCA does not constitute a determination that an occupation is a specialty occupation: 

Ce.rtificatJon by the Department of Labor of a labor condition application in an 
occupatiomi.l classific"'tion does not constitute a determination by that agency that the 
occupation in question is a specialty occup(lti()n. The director shal.l deteiJiline if the 
application involves a specialty occupation as defined in section 214(i)(l) of the Act. 

. The director shall also deteriiline whether the particular alien for whom H...,...1B 
classification is sought qualifies to petfortn setvices in the specialty occupation as 
prescribed in section 214(i)(2) of the Act. 

c 

5 Fo_r ~ddilional infQfii1a~ion regarding the prevailing wage for this occupation in Los Angeles County, see 
the All Industries Database for 112011 - 6/2012 for Market Research Analysts arid Marketing Specialists at 
the Foreign LabOr Certification Data · Center, Online Wage Library on tl1e _Internet at 
http://www Jlccjatacenter.com/OesQuickResults.aspx ?code= 13-1161 &area:::::31 084&year;::12&source= 1 (last 
visited November 20, 2013) . . 
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While DOL is the agency that certifies LCA applications before they are submitted to USCIS, DOL 
regulations note that the Department of Hornelan<J Security (DHS) (i.e., its immigration bep,efits 
branch, USCIS) is the department responsible for determining whether the content of an LCAfiled 
for a particular Form 1-129 attually supports that petition. See 20 C.P.R. § 655.705(b), which 
states, in pertinent part (emphasis added): · 

For H-lB visas ... DHS accepts the employer's petition (DHS Form 1-}29) with the 
DOL certified LCA attached In doing so, the DHS determines whether the petition 
is supported by an LCA which corresponds with the petition, whether the occupation 
named in the [LCA] is a specialty occupation ... and whether the qualifications of 
the nonin:un.igr~~ weet the statutory requirements of H -1 B visa classification. 

The regulation at 20 C.P.R. § 655.705(b) requites that USCIS ensure that an LCA actu.ally supports 
the H-1B petition filed on behalf of the qeneficiary. Here, provided the proffered position Was in 
fact found to be a higher-level and more complex position as asserted by the petitioner and counsel 
elsewhere in the petition, the petitioner would h.ave fa.iled ~o submit a v~lid LCA tha.t ~orn~sponds to 
.the claimed · duties and requirements of the proffered position; that is, specifically, the LCA 
submitted in support .of the petition would then fail to correspond to the level of work, 
responsibilities and requirements that the petitioner ascribed to the proffered position and to the 
wage-level corresponding to such a level of work, responsibilities and requirements in accordance 
section 212(n)(1)(A) ofthe Act and the pertinent LCA regulations. 

The statements regarding the requirements and claimed level of complexity, independent judgment 
and understanding t:equired for the proffered position are materially inconsistent with the 
certification of the LCA for a Level I entry-level position. This conflict undermines the overall 
credibility of the petition. The AAO finds that, fully considered in the context of the entire record 
of proceeding, the petitioner failed to establish the nature of the proffered position and in what 
capacity the beneficiary will actually be employed. 

As such; a review of the enclosed LCA indicates that the information provided therein does not 
correspond to the level of work and requirements that the petitioner ascribed to the proffered 
position and to the Wage.,.leVel corresponding to such a level of work and requirements, which if 
accepted as accurate wotild result in the beneficiary being offered a salary below that required by 
law. As a result, even if it were determined that the proffered position were a higher-level and more 
complex position as described and claimed elsewhere in the petition iii support of t9.e petitioner's 
assertions th~t tb.i.s position qualifies as a specialty occupation, the petition could still not be 
approved for these two ~dditional reasons.6 

· . 

6 Fundamentally, it appears that (1) the petitioner previously claimed to DOL that the proffered positiot1 is a 
Level I, entry-level posi.tion to obtain a. lower prevailing wage; and (2) the petitioner is now claiming to 
users that the position is a higher-level and more complex position in order to support its claim that' the 
position qualifies as a specialty occupation. The petitioner cannot have it both ways. Either the position is a 

· more senior and comple~ position (base<i on a comparison of the petitioner's job requirements to the standard 
occupa~ional requirements) and thereby necessitates a higher required wage, or it is an entry-level position 
for which the lower wage offered to the beneficiary in this petition is acceptable. To penilit otherwise would 
be directly contrary to tbe U.S. worker protection provisions contained in section 212(n)(l)(A) of the Act and 
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The AAO will now address the director's basis for denial of the petition, namely that the petitioner 
failed to establish thl:lt it would employ the beneficiary in a specialty occupation position. Based 
upon a complete review of the record of proceeding, tile AAO agrees with the director and finds 
that the evidence fails to establish that the position as described constitutes a specialty occupation. 
It should be noted that, for efficiency's sake, the AAO hereby incorporates the above discussion and 
analysis reg~ding the duties and requirements of the proffered position into each basis discussed 
below for affirming the director's decision. 

To make its determination whether the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation, the 
AAO first turns to th.e criteria at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A){l) and (2): a baccalaureate or higher 
degree iil a specific specialty or its equivalent i.s n.o.rm~ly the minimum requirement for entry in,to 
the particular position; and a degree requirement in a specific specialty is common to the industry in 
parallel positions among similar organizations or a particular position is ·so complex or Uilique that it 
can be perfonned only by an individual with a degree in a specific specialty. Factors considered by 
the AAO when determining these cr_iteria include: whether DOL's Handbook, on which the AAO 
routinely relies for the educational requirements of parti.cular occqpations, reports the industry 
requires a degree in a specific specialty~ whether the industry' s professional association has made a 
degree i11 a specific specialty a minimum entry requirement; artd whether letters or affidavits from 
firms or i11dividuals in the industry attest that such firms "routinely .employ and recruit only degreed 
individuals." See Sha_nti; lnc:. v. Reno, 36 F. Supp. 2d 1151, 1165 (D. Minn. 1999) (quoting 
Hird/Blaker Corp. v. Sctva, 712 F. Supp. 1095, 1102 (S.P.N.Y. 1989)). 

As a preliminary matter, the petitioner's claimed entry requirement of at least a bachelor's degree "in 
Economics, Business, or its equivalency in a related field'' ror the proffered position is inadequate to 
establish that the proposed position qu.alifies as a specialty ocQupation. That is, the petitioner claims 
that a degree in business is sufficient for the proffered position. The claimed requirement of a 
degree in business for the proffered position, without specialization, is inadequate to establish that 
the proposed position q1.1,alifi.es as a specialty occupation. A petitioner must demonstrate that the 
proffered position requires a precise and specific course of study that relates qirectly and closely to 
the position in question. Since there must be a close correlation between the required specialized 
stl!,dies and the position, the requirement of a. degree with a generalized title, such as business, 
without further specification, does not establish the position as a specialty' occupation. Cf Matter of 
Michael Hertz Associates, 19 I&N Dec.558 (Comm'r 1988). · 

To demonstrate that a job requires the theoretical and practical application of a body of highly 
specialized knowledge as required by section 214(i)(l) of the Act, a petitioner must establish that 
the position requires the attaillment of a bachelor's or. b.igher degree in a specjalized field of study or 
its equivalent. As discussed supta, USCIS interprets the degree requirement at 8 C.P.R. 
§ .U4.2(h)(4)(iil)(A) to require a degree in a specific speciaity that is directly related to the proposed 
position. Although a general~purpose bachelor's degree, such as a degree in ~usiness, may be a 

· . legitimate prerequisite for a particular position, requiring S\lch a degree, without more, will not 
justify a finding that a particular position qualifies for classification as a specialty occupation, See 

its implementing regulations. 
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Again, the petitioner claims that the duties of the proffered positi<?ri can be performed by an 
ind_ividu~l with only a ge.n~ra1~purpose b~chelor's degree, i.e., a bachelor;s degree in business. Upon 
review of the record of pro~eeding, R cannot be folllJd th~t the partkular position proffered irr.this 
matter has a hotrnal minimum entry requirement of a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific 
specialty, or its equivalent, ooder the petitioner's qwh standards: Accotdfugly, as the evidence of 
re·c;ord fails to establish a standard, minimum requirement of at least a bachelor's degree in a specific 

i ·specialiy, or its eq11iv~_l¢p.t, f9r entry iiJ.to the pi¢ticul~ position, it does not support the proffered 
position a:s being a specialty occupation apQ., in fa.ct, supports the qpposi.te conclqsiop. The 
petitioner's assertions regarding its requirements for the proffered position are tantamount to an 
iul.mission that the proffered position is not in fact a specialty occupation. As such, even 'if the 
$UbSt@t_ive n~tllJ"e of the work had. been established, the instant petition could riot be approved for 
this tea:son. 

The AAO wili now look at the Harldbook, an atithotitative soutte oh the duties and educational 
requ_iretne.nts of the wide variety qf occupations that it addresses.8 As previously discussed, the. 
petitioner. asserts in the LCA ·that the proffered position f~lls under ttie occqpation~l category 
;'Market Res_earch Analysts and Marketing Specialists." . 

· The MO reiterates th~t the job duties· of the proffered position, as provided by the petitioner, do not 
convey the substowtive nature of the a,ctll~ 'work that the beneficiary would perform within the , 
petitioner's business operations. Rather, thejob description conveys, ~t best, .oruy gener~]zed functiQJl$' · ~ 
at a generic level fot the · occupational category. Upon review of the record of proceeding, the 
petitioner· has not established that the actual day-to-day duties of the proffered position falltmder the 
occupa.ti_omll c~tegory "Market ResearchAnalysts.'' Nevertheless, the AAO reviewed. the chapter of 
the Hqndbook (2012.,.2013 ~dition) eptitled "Market Research Anaiysts'' including the sections 

7 Specifically, the United States Court of Appeais for the First Circuit explained in Royal Siam that: 

[t]he co~ and the agency consistently h,ave stated ·that, althOl}.gh a, general-purpose 
bachelor's dMr~. sucb as a bu$iness adm~nistration degree, may be a legitimate prerequisite 
for a particular position, requiring such a degree, without more, will not justify the granting 
of a petition fot an H•lB specialty occ;opatio_il vi.sa_. See, e.g., Tapis Int'l v. INS, 94 
F.Supp.2d 172, 175-76 (D.Mass.200b); Shanti, 36 F. Supp~Zd at 1164-66; cf. Matter of 
Michael iiertzAssocS.; 19 I & N Dec. 558,560 ([Comm'r] 1988) (providing frequently cited 
m:ta.lysis in COI111:ection with a conceptually similar provision). this is as it should be: 
elsewise, an employer could eristite the granting of a specialty occupa_tion visa petitiOJ:l by 
the simple exped,ient ofcteatiilg a generic (anc,l essentially artificial) degree requirement. 

!d. 

' 
8 Th~ Jill.n4/Jook, which is available in printed fonn, may also . be accessed on the Internet, at http: 
www.stats.bls.gov/oco/. The AAO's references to the HandbotJk a:te to the 2012 ... 2013 e<litioJ:l avaiJal)le 

· online. 
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regarding the typical duties and requirements for this occupational category.9 However, the 
Hamjbook does not indicate that "Market Research Analysts" comprise an occupational group fQr 
which at least a bachelQr's degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, is nQrmally the minim4rn 
requirement for entry. ·. 

Tbe subchapter of the Handbook entitled ''How to Become a Market Research Analyst'' states the 
following about thjs occ~pationaJ ~tegory: 

Education 
Market research analysts typically need a bachelor's degree in market research or a 
related field. M~y have degrees in fields Sl}ch as statistics, math, or computer 
science. Others have a background in business administration, one of the social 
sciences, or coimhunicatiorts. Comses in statistics, research methods, and marketing 
are essential for these workers; courses in commtinicatiorts and social sciences
such a,s ecopm:pjcs, psychology, and sociology-are also important. 

Many market research analystjobs requite a master's degree. Several schools offer 
graduate programs in marketing research, but marty analysts complete degrees in 
other fields, such as statistics, marketing, or a Master of Business Administration 
(MilA), A rna.ster' s degree is oftl:(n required for leadership positions or positions that 
perfonn more technical research. ' 

U.S. Dep't of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, .2012-13 ed., 
Market Research , An;.dysts, · on the . Internet at http://www.bls.gov/oohlbusiness-and
fmanciallmatket"'research"-analysts.btm#tab-4 (last vlsited November 20, 20l3). 

When reviewing the Handbook, the AAO must again note again that the petitioner designated the 
wage level of the proffered position as a Level I position on the LCA. As previously discussed, this 
designation is indicative of a comparatively low, entry-level ·position relative to others within the 
occupation and signifies that · the beneficiary is only expected to possess a ba_sic understanding of the 
occupation and carries expectations that the beneficiary perform routine tasks that require limited, if 
any, exercise of judgment; that she would be closely supervised; that her work would be closely 
monitored and reviewed for accuracy; and that she would receive specific instructions on requited 
t.asks ~d expected results. Based upon the petitioner~s designation of the proffered position as a 
Level I positioll., i.t does not appear-that the ·beneficiary wili be expected to serve in a senior or 
leadership role or in a top research or technical research position. · 

9 For additional irtforrfiation regarding the occl!pat_ional category "Market Research Analysts," see U.S. Dep't 
Of Labor, BI.Jfeau ,of Lapor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2012-13 ed., Market Research 
Analysts, on the Internet at http://www.bls.gov/oohlbusiiless-and-financial/markehresearch .. 
analysts.htm#tab-1 (last visited November 20, 20l3). The AAO hereby ii1COrporates into the record of 
proceeding tbe ex,c~rpt of the Handbook regarding the duties and requirements of the occupational category 
"Market Research Analysts." · ·· 
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The Handbook does not state tb,at ~ baGCalaure~te or nigher degree in ~specific specialty, Or its 
equivalent, is nortnaJly the minimum ~equirernent for entry into the occupation. This passage of the 
Handbook reports that market research analysts have degrees and backgrounds in a Wide-variety of 
disparate fields. , The Handbook states that employees typically need a bachelor's degree in market 
research or a related field, but the Handbook continues by indicating that many market research 
analysts have degrees in fields such as st~tistics, math, or computer sc:ience. According to the 
Handbook, other market research analysts have a background in fields such as business 
administration,. one of the social sciences, or corflrtiunications. The Handbook notes, that various 
courses are essential to this occupation, including statistics, research methods, and marketing. the 
Handbook states th~t cou.rses in coll.liD~ications Wld social sciences (such as economics, 
psychology, and sociology) are also important. 

In general, provided the specialties are closely related, e.g., chemistry and biochemistry, a minimum 
of~ ln:tclu~lor's of higher degree in more thanone specialty is recognized as satisfying the ;'degree in 
the specific speci~lty (or it$ equivalent)" reql,lire:ment of section 214(i)(l)(B) of tbe,Act. ln Sl!Ch a 
case, the requited "body of highly specialized knowledge" would essentially be the same. Since 
there must be a close correlation between the requited "body of highly specialized knowledge" and 
th:e position, however,· a minimum entry requirement of a degree in disparate fields, such , as 
philosophy and engineering, would not meet the statutory requirement, that' the degree be ''in the 
specific spec.ialty (or its equ_ivalent)," unless the petitiQrier establishes how each f'ield is directly 
related to the duties and responsibilities of the particular position s,uch that the required body of 
highly specialized knowledge is .essentially an amalgamation of these different speCialties. Secti9n 
2f4(l)(l)(B) of the Act (emphasis added).'.Io, 

Here, although the Handbook indicates that positions in this ocGup~tion typically need an advanced 
degree, the Handbook also indicates that baccalaureate degrees in various fields ate acceptable for
entry into the occupationY li1 addition to recognizing degrees il1 disparate fields, (i.e., social 

, $Cience 3,11d computer science, as well as· communications and statistics) as acceptable for entry into 

10 Whether read with· the statutory "the;, or the regulatory "a,,; both readings denote a singular "specialty." 
Section 214(i)(l)(b) of tl)e Act; 8 C.P.R. § :?14.2(h)(4)(ii). Still, the AAO does not so narrowly interpret 
these provisions to, exclude positions from qualifying as specialty occupations if they permit, as a minimum 
entry requirem~nt; degrees ill more than one closely related specialty. · 

11 The first definition Of "most" in the Webster's New College Dietiqrfary 731 (Third E<lition, Hoqgb Miffl_i):l 
I:I~rCOurt 2008) is ''[g]reatest in number, quantity, size, or degree." As such, if merely 51~ of the jobs falling 
under ibis occupationa:l category need at least a bachelor's degree, it cou.ld be sc,ljd th<lt "most'' of W.ese 
positiPI1S reqt~ire such a degree. It cannot be found, therefore, that a particular degree requirement for "most" 
of the positions in a .given occupation equates to a non:hal minimum entry .requirement for that occupation, 
much less for the particular positi()n proffered· by tbe petitioner, ~hicb a.s previously (iiscpssed, hils been 
design~ted as a Lev~l .I pO$ition on the LCA, suggesting that it 1s a relatively low"level, entry position. 
Instead, ·a normal minimum entry requirement is . one that denotes a standard entry . requirement but 
recognizes that certain, limited ex.ceptions tp tha,t standard may exist To interpret this provisiQI1 otherwise 
Would tun directly contrary to the plain language of the Act, which requires in part "attainment of a 
bachelor's or higher degree in the specific specialty (or its equivalent) as a minimum for entry into the 
occupation il1 the United States." Secti()n 214(i)(l) of the Act. 
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this field, the Handbook also states that "others have a background in business administration.•:• As 
previously discussed, although a general-purpose bachelor's degree; such as a degree in business 
~dmin:istr~tion, may be a legi~imate prerequisite for a particular posit.io11, reqtJiring Sl!Ch a degree, 
without more, will not justify a finding that a. particular position qualifies for dassification as a 
specialty occupation. See Royal Siam Corp. v. Chettdff, 484 F.3d at 147. As noted supra, USCIS 
interprets the degree requirement at 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iit)(A) to require a degree in a specific 
speci~lty that i_s directly related to the proposed position. Since there must be a close correlation 
betw~en the required specialized studies and the positi<m, the requirement of a degree with a 
generalized title, such as business administration, without further specification, does not establish 
the position as a specialty occupation. Cf. Matter of Michael Hertz Associates, 19 I&N Dec. 558. 
Therefore, the Handbook'-s recognition that a general, non-specialty ''background" in business 
adrriinistration is sufficie11t for entry into the occupation strongly suggests that i b~c;b:elor's degree ib 
a specific specialty is not nonnally the minimum requirement for entry into this occupation, The 
Handbook does not indicate that at least a bachelor's degree in a specific Specialty, or its equivah~nt, 
is normally the minimum requirement for entry into th~ occupation. Thus, it does not support the 
proffereg position as q11alifyillg as a specialty occupation. ·· 

It is incumbent upon the petitioner to provide persuasive evidence that the proffered position 
qualifies as a specialty occupation under this criterion, notwithstanding the absence of the 
iiandbook's support on the issue. As previously mentioned, the regulation at 8 C.F.R. 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(iv) provides that ''[a]n IJ-15 petition iJwolving a specialty occupation sJwU be 
accompanied by [ d]ocurnentation ... or any other required evidence sufficient to establish ••. that 
the services the beneficiary is to petfotrn are in a specialty occupation." Going on. record without 
supporting documentary evidence is not sufficient for purposes of meeting the burden of proof in 
these proceedings. Ma_tter of So.ffici, 22 I&N Dec. i58, 165 (Comm. 1998) (citing Matter of 
Tte(tsttte Ctaft ofCalifomig, 14 I&N Dec. 190 (R.eg. Con:un. l97Z)). 

The petitioner has not established that the proffered poSition falls under an occupational category 
for which the Handbook, or other authoritative source, indicates that atleast a bachelor's degree in a 
specific specialty, or its equivah;mt, is 11ormally the minimum requirement for entry into the 
occupation. Furthermore, the duties and requirements of the proffered position as described in the 
record of proceeding do not indicate that the position is one for which a baccalaureate or higher 
degree in a speeific specialty, or its equivalent, is normally the minimum requirement fot entry. 
Thus, the petitioner failed to satisfy the criterion at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(l). · 

·Next, the AAO wi.li review the record regarding the first of the two alternative prongs of 8 C.P.R. 
· § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). This prong altematlvely calls for a petitioner to establish that a 
requirement of a bachelor~s or higher degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, is common to 
the petitioner's industry in positions that are both: ( 1) parallel to the proffered position; and (2) 
located in organizations that are similar to the petitioner. 

As stated earlier, in determining whether there is such a common degree requireme11t, factors often 
considered by USCIS mdude: whether the ·Handbook reports that the ihdustty requites a degreei 
whether the industry's professional association has made a degree a minimum entry requirement; 
and whether letters' or ~Jfi.davits from firms or individuals in the industry at~est th.at such firms 
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''routinely employ artd recruit only de greed individuals." See Shdnti, Inc. v. Reno, 36 R Supp. 2d at 
1165 (quoting Hird/Blaker Corp. v. Sava, 712 F. Supp. at 1102). 

Here a.n.d as alread,y discussed, th~ petitioner has not established tb.i:tt its proffered position is one for 
which the. Handbook, or other ~:uthoritative soll!ce, reports an incJustry-wide requirement of at least 
a bachelor's degree iii a specific specialty or its equivf1lent. Thus, the AAO incorporates by 
reference the previous discussion on the matter. 

For the petitioner to establish that an organization is si_milar, it ml1st demon_strate that the petitioner 
artd the organizati9t1 share the same general characteristics. Without such evidence, documentation 
submitted by a petitioner is generally outside the scope of consideration for this criterion, which 
encompasses only qrgani~_ations that are similar to the petition~r. When determiiiing whether the 
petitioner _and the organization sh.are .. the sam~ g~ner~ characteristics, such factors may i.ncll!de 
4'1forriiation regarding the nature or type of organization; and; when pertinent, the partiCular scope 
of operations, as well as the level of revenue and staffiiig (to list just a few elements that may be 
consideredl lt ·~s not sufficient for the petitioner and counsel to claim that an organization is similar 
and iii the sam~ industry with.out providing a legitimate basis for sue;}) an. assertion. 

In the :Fot:tn I-129 and supporting documents, the petitioner stated that it is a company, established 
iii 2009, involved in the import and distribution of household and healthcare products. The 
pet.itioner furtber stated that it has three employees. In addition, the petitioner stated that it has a 
gross annual iiicome of $4l9,000 and a net anriu~ income of $150,000. The petit_ioner desigtJ,ated 
its business operations under the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) code 
424990.12 fhe AAO notes that this NAICS code is designated for "Other Miscellaneous 
Nondurable Goods Merchant Wholesalers.;; The U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau 
website describes this NAICS code by statiJlg the foJlowiiig: 

. . 

This industry comprises establishments primarily engaged iii the merchant wholesale 
distribution of nondurable goods (except printing and writing paper; stationery and 

~ office supplies; indl!stri.a.l ®d personal service paper; drugs ~d druggists' stmdries; 
apparel, piece goods, and notions; grocery and related products; farm product raw 
materials; chemical and allied products; petroleum and petroleum products; beer, 
wine, artd distilled alcoholic beverages~ faitn supplies; books, periodicals and 
newspapers; flower, nursery stock and florists' supplies; tobacco artd tobacco 
products; and paint, varnishes, wallpaper, and supplies) .. 

U.S. Dep't of Commerce, U.S. Census Bureau, 2012 NAICS Definition, 424990, - Other 
Miscellaneous Nond:t~.rable Good_s Merchant Wholesalers, on the lnt~rnet at 
http://www.census.gov/cgi'"biilfsssd/naics/naicsrch (last visited November 20; 2013). 

12 A¢cordjng to th,e l).S. Cen_s11s )3ureau, the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is used 
to c;la.ssify business establishments according to type of economic . activity and each establishment i~ 
classified to ah industry according to the primary business activity taking · place th¢re. Se¢ 
bttp://WWw.cevsus.g0v/eos/www/n<~,ics/ (last visited November 20, .2013) . . · . ./ . 
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In resoonse to the director's RFE, counsel submitted a letter from President of 
in support of the assertion that tb~ degree requirement is common to the petitioner's· 

industry in parallel positions among similar organizations. The AAO reviewed the letter from Mr. 
(the writer) and observes that It states that the company is an importer of general merchandis.e 

l:llld a nationwide distributer, with two employees. It appears that the two employees are: (1) the 
presjde!lt, Mr. (who wrote the letter), and (2) the market research analyst, 
Notably, the record contains no evidence of Mr, employment (e.g., pay statemen_ts, Form 
W-2) ot documentation substantiating his position and job duties. Further, although the writer 
provided a copy of Mr. Certificate of Graduation from 

the Writer did 110t submit an academic credential evaluatioi1 for' Mr. to 
establish t,hat his foreign education is equivalent to a U.S. bachelor's degree in a speci_fi,c specialty. 

Moreover, the writer states that Mr. possesses a bachelor's degree, but the writer does not 
claim, and did not submit any probative evidence to establish, that t_he company requires at least a 
hachelor;s degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, for the position. It appears that Mr. 

m:ay just happen to possess a degree. 

Further, although the letter contains a brief description: of the role of the market research analyst 
position, the AAO observes that it does not contain sufficient information regarding the day-to-day 
duties, co:rnplexity of the job duties, s-upervisory duties (if arty), independent judgment required or 
the amount of supervision received to make a legitimate comparison of the employer's position to 
the proffered position. As the company consists of two employees, it raises the question as to how 
Mr; ' is relieved from performing other duties. Accord_ingly, aside from job title, it is unclear 
whetber the primary and essential duties a11d responsibilities of Mr. are the same or related to 
the proffered position. 

The writer claims to have employed a. market research an-alyst for the past nine months. However, 
the writer does not state the total number of people Who currently or in the past have served in the 
position. Furthermore, the writer does not · state when the company was established. Without 
further iilforniation, the writer's statements regarding one employee are not persuasive. 

CoililSel also submitted copies of several job vacancy advertisements. The AAO reviewed the 
advertisements, however, the AAO fmds that the petitioner and counsel's reliance upon the job 
vacancy advertisement~ is misplaced. Notab~y. the petitioner and counsel did not provide any 
independent evidence of how representative these job advertisements are of the particular 
advertising employers' recruiting history for the type of jobs advertised. Further, as they are billy 
soliCitatiOI_l$ for hire, they are not evidence of the employers' actual hiring practices. 

Upon review of the doc-umentation, the petitioner fails to establish that a requirement of a bachelor's 
or: higher degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, is common to the petitioner's industry in 
positions that are both: (1) parallel to the proffered po~ition; and (2) located in organizations that 
are similar to the petitioner. 

Fot instM_ce, the advertisements include positions with _ (a company providing solutions fot 
plUinbing, irrigation, HVAC, frre protection, waterworks, OEM, and industrial process), 
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(a company in the autolilotive-,motor vehicles,-parts industry), 
("a precision technology leader, creating irtrtovative ooto..:digital solutions in healthcare, life science 
and consumer electronics nrodncts''), (a company in the telecommunications 
service1i fmiustry), (a company .in the advertising· and , PR 1iervices indu,stry), and 

(a company iv the advertising industry). Without further information, the 
advertisements appear to be fot organizations that ate not s'i:milat to .. the petitioner and the petitioner 
has not provided any probative evidence to suggest otherwise. Consequently, the record is devoid 
of s11fficient information regarding the advertising employers to conduct a legitimate comparison of 
the organizations to the petitio11er. The petitioner failed to supplement the record of proceeding to 
establish that the advertising organizations ate Similar to it. That is, the petitioner has not provided 
any information regarding which aspects or traits (if any) it shares with the advertising 
o:rg@iz_ations. · 

Moreover, .Some of the advertiselilehtS do hot appear to be fot parallel positions. Fot example, the 
duties of the position with are to "research products sold into wholesale plumbing &_ 
plu,mbi_ng showroom trades.'' and requires traveling in California ... In addition, counsel provided a 
posting by wbi<ih requ~res a degree, plu.s ''[a] mJ.P.illll1_m of 3 yeru:s of 
experience in database analysis and data mining" and "1-2 years of experience in Market Research." 
The advertisement for indicates that a degree; "4-6 yeats [of] .related experience 
and/or training; or equivalent combination of education and experience are reauired." The career 
leyel i_s stated as "E~perienced. '' , Co11nsel also provided a posting by that 
requites a degree and "3 to 5 years of experience in marketing researGh and/or data analysis." As 
previously discussed, the petitioner designated the proffered position on the LCA. through the Wage 
level as a Level I (entry level) position~. Some of the advertised positions appear to be for more 
senior positions than t:lle proffered position. More importantly, the petitioner has not sufficiently 
established that the primary duties and responsibilities of the advertised positions ate parallel to the 
proffered position. 

Additionally, contrary to the purpose for which the advertisements were submitted, the postings do 
not establish that at leas.t a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty, or its equ,ivalent, .is requ,ired fo:r 
the positions. For instance, some of the postings state that a bachelor's degree .is required, but they 
do not provide any further specification. Th~se include the following advertisements: 

The AAO also notes that cotiiisel submitted two 
advertisements (specifically, the postings for J that indicate that 
a b_achelor's degree in business is acceptable. As previously mentioned, although a general-purpose 
bachelor's degree, . such as a degree in business or business administration, may be a legitimate 
prerequisite for a pa.rtic11la:r position, requ,i_I"ing such a d(!gree, wit!tout mpre, will not justify ·a 
finding that a pattiq.llat position q11alWes for classification as a speci_alty occupatio11. See Royal 
Siam Corp. v. Chertoff, 484 F.3d at 147 .. The AAO here reiterates that the degree requitelilent set 
by the statutory a,nd regulatory framework of the H-lB program is not just a bachelor's or higher 

13 The posting for lists the q11alifications for the advertised position as a "[r]ecent graduate with a 
~ac;belor's or Master's Degree in Marketing or MarketResearch preferred." Obviously, a preference is not 
an indication of a requirement for a degree ill a particular oiscipliile. 
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degree, but such a degree in a specific specialty that is directly related to the specialty occupaHon 
chtiQlec.l i!l. the petition. ·Thus, the advertisements do not indicate !}lat a bachelor's degree i.p. a 
specific specialty that is directly related to the d11ties of the position is required.14 

· .· 1 

The AAO reviewed the advertisements subniitted in support of the petitionY However, as 
djscus.sed, the petitioner has not established that a requirement of a bachelor's or higher degree in a 
sp~cific speci;llty, or its equivalent, Is co:n:upon to the petitioner's ind11stry for parallel positions iu 
organizations similar to the petitioner. · · 

Moreover, although the size of the relevant study population is unknown, the petitioner fails to 
demonstrate wb.ai statistically valid inferences, if any, can be drawn from these few job 
advertisements with regard to determining· the coiJllJl<:m edycational req11irements for entry into 
para.llel positions in similar organizations. See generally Earl Babbie, The Practice of SoCial 
Research 186-228 (J995). Moreover, given that there is no indication that the advertisements were 
randomly selected, the validity of any such inferences could ·not be accurately determined even if 
the sampling'unit were sufficiently large. See id. at 195-196 (explai11iJlg that "[r]andoro selection is 
the key to [the] process [of probability sampling]" and tha.t '.'random selection offers access to the 
body of probability theory, which provides the basis for estimates of population parameters anp 
·estimates of error';). 

As such, even if the job annol!llcements s11pported the finding that the proffered position for 
organizations similar. to the petitioner requited a bachelor's ot higher degree in a specific specialty 
or lts equivalent, it cannot be found that such a limited number of postings that appear to' have been 
cov.scio\lsly selected could credibly refute the findings of the Handbook published by the Bureau of 
~abot Statistics that such a position does not req11ire at least a baccalaureate degree in a specific 
specialty 'for entry into the occupation in the United States . . 
111 support of the oroffered position qualifying as a specialty occupation, counsel also provided a 
letter frorn in response to the RFE. The letter is dated December 1, 2012. m the 
letter, Mr. states the following: 

the nature of the speCifiC duties [of the proffered position] (analysis of 
environmental data, design of consumer research, analysis of competitive marketing 
and positioning, and drawing inferences for marketing strategy) is so speCialized and . 

14 Ft1rthermore, three of the advertisements state. tha:t a range of disparate fields are acceptable. Again, since 
there niust be a dose correlation betWeen the teqU:ited "body of highly speci)lli,~ecl laJ.oWle<fge" and fue 
positiOIJ., ~ mi!lirnmn entry requirement of a degree in disparate fields would not meet the statutory 
requirement that the degree be ''in the specific specialty,;, unless the petitioner establishes hoW each field is 
directly related to the duties and responsibilities of the particula:r position sqcb that the required "body of 
highly speciali~ed ~owledge" is essentially an amalgamation of these different specialties. Section 
214(l)(l)(B) of the Act (emphasis added). · · · 

lS As. the doc1.1meJ1t~ticm d~es llOt establish that the petitioner has met this prong of the regulations, further 
analysis regarding the specific information contained. in each of the job postings is not necessary. that is, 
not every deficit of every job posting has been addressed. 
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complex as to be typically associated with the .attainment of a Bachelor,.s degree or 
equivalent in Economics, Business or related field. · 

ln addition, Mr. states that "[t]he reql,li~ement for a Bachelor's degree or equivalent in 
Economics, Business of a related field is common fot this or similar positions irt. the irtdustty.:· It 
mu,sl l:;>e 110ted that, without further information, Mr. conclusion that a degree in 
business is a sufficient minimum requ,iJ:eroent for entry into the proffered position Is inadequate to 
establish that the proposed position qu_alifies as ·a. speci~ty occtipation. A~ previously d_isC1Jsse<J, a 
general-pu.rpqse bachelor's degree, such as a degree in business, may be a legitimate prereqUisite for 
a partiCular- position, but requiring such a degree, without mote, Will not justify a finding that a 
p;uticular position qualifies for classification as a specialty occupation. See Royal Siam Corp. v. 
Chettoff, 4.84: F.3d at 147. · ·· · · 

( 

Mr. provided a sumtnaty of his education and experience and attached a copy of his 
ctmiculllm vitae: ·· Bas·ed upon a complete review of Mt~ letter and curriculum vitae, 
the 'AAO riotesthat~wb.ile Mr. may, in fact, be a recognized authority on various topics, 
he has failed to provi4e sufficient information regardwg the basis of his· claimed expertise on this
particular issue~ Mr: claims that he is qualified to comme:Qt on the position of m~ket 
research analyst because of the position he holds at as well as the positions he 
has held, his academic training, professional experience, publications, and awards. Despite Mt .. 

extensive res:ume, he has not established his expertise pertinent to the hiring practiCes 
Of organizations seeking to fill positions similar to tbe proffered positio11 in the in_strujt case. That is, 
without further clarification, it is unclear how his. education, training, skills. or experience would 

-tr~.slate to expertise or specialized knowledge regarding the current. recruiting and hiring ptattit.es 
of compaQ.i_es involved in the -import and distributi~n of household and healthcare products in the 
nond'urable goods merchant wholesaler industry (as designated by the petitioner in the Form I-q9 
and with the NAICS code) similar tO the petitioner.for market research @alyst.positions (or parallel 
positions). 

Mt. opil)iQp. letter · does not cite specific Instances in which his past opinions have been 
accepted ot recognized as authoritative on this p~ic-u.lar issue. That is, th~re is no indi~11tion that 
he has published any work or cond:ueted, a11y · resear~h or stud_ies. pertineQ.t to the educational 
requirements fot market research analysts (Ot parallel positions) in the petitioner's lfuJZf,Stry for 
similar organizations, and .no indication of recognition by professional organizations that he is an 
authority on those specific requirements. The opinion letter contains no evidence that it was based 
on schol~ly research conducted by Mr. in the sp~cific area upon Which he.is opinirtg. li1 
teaching this determ.i_q~tion, Mr. provides no authoritative documentary support for his 

. ultimate conclusion regardip,g the education required for the position (e.g., statisti.cal surveys, 
.authoritatiVe industry or government publications, or professio11al studies). Mr. asserts a 
ge11eral industry educational standard for prganizations similar to the petitioner, without referencing 
artY supporting a11thority or any empirical basis for the pronouncement. His statements are not 
·supported by ~pies or citations of the research material used.16 Mr. provides general 

16 The AAO notes that the tertn recognized authority mea,ns a person or organi:?:~tion with expertise in a 
particl1lar field~ specili.l s~jlls Qr knowledge in that field, and the expertise to render the type of opinion 
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concl:usory statements reg¥ding .market · research analyst positions, but he does not proviqe a 
$Qbstantiv~. analytical basi_s for his opinion and ultimate conclusions. 

Upon reView of the opinion letter, there is no ipdication that Mr. possesses any 
knowledge of the petitioner's proffered position beyond the job description that he claims that he 
received from the petitioner. ;. Notably, the job duties as stated by Mr. are not identical to 
thejob qe_scriptjop provid~d to uscts by the petitioner and its counsel. The job duties as stated in 

· Mr. letter appear to be general d:uHes that a_re co.r:riroon to th~ qccupation, rather tbl:lP 
tasks and responsibilities that establish the actual substantive work to be perfortiled in the proffered 
position within . the context of the petitioner's business operations. · Mr. ' does not 
d..en.ionstr:ate or assert in-depth knowledge of the petitioner's specific business operations or how the 
duties of the position wo:uld actually be performed in the context of the petitioner's business 
enterprise. His opinion does not relate his con_clusio11 to specifi~, conc.rete aspects 0f this 
petitioner's business operations to demonstrate a sound factual basis for the conclusion about the 
educatioilal requirements for the particular position here at issue. There is no evidence that Mr. 

has visited t;lle petitioner's business, observed the petitioner's employees, interviewed 
them about the nat:ure of tbei;r work, or documented the kpowledge that they apply on the job. the 

. fact that Mt. attributes a degree req1,1irement to such a gen_er~i_?:ed treatment of me 
proffered position undermines the credibility of his_ opinion. 

M.r, claims that the duties of the proffered position are specialized and complex. 
However, it must b~ 1_1oted that there is no indication that the petitioner and counsel advised Mr. 

that the petitioner characterized the proffere<i position as a low, entry-level position, for 
a beginning employee who has orily a basic understanding of the occupation (as indicated by the 
wage,.levelon the LCA). As previously discussed, the wage""rate indicates that the benefiCia~)' will 
be ¢xpected to perform routine tl:lsks that require limited, if-arty, exercise of judgment; that she will 
bed()sely supervised @d h.er work closely monitored and reviewed for accuracy; and that she will 

. receive specific instructions on required tasks @d expected res1,1lts. It appea,rs that Mr. 
· would have fotind this iruortilation relevant for hi$ opinion letter. Moreover, withoqt this. 
information, the petitioner has not demonstrated that Mr. possessed the requisite 
infoni!.~tiori necessary to adequately assess the nature of the petitioners _position arid appropriately' 
deterrom~ pMallel positions ·based upon job duties and responsibilities. · 

.Mi; states th~t h.e h~ "searcb[ ed] the for mark~t(ing) 
research analyst po~itions," and claims th~t "[t]bere at~ fre!juent listings 3.:I_ld nearly an require a 
Bachelor's Degree 6r equivalent in marketing." Mr. reference.s websites with f9W job 
postings. However, he. failed to provide printouts of these job vacancy announcernents. 17 The 

t equ_ested. A recpgni;z.ed a\lthority's opinioil must include how the conclusions were reached, as well as the 
basis for the conclusions supported by copies or Citations of arty reseaith matetial used. 8 C.F.R 
§ 214.2(h)(4)(ii). 

· f7 If Me wished for the director and the AAO to review the job announcements, he should nave 
-:provided printouts from the Websites. The director and the MO a:re 110t r¢quired tQ attempt to locate Ute 
various advertisements by searching the Internet for these links. Notably, the content of the links may have 
changed since Mr. accessed the sites. Additionally, the director artd th¢ AAO ate not requited to 
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record does not contain the job announcements (including, for instance the job descriptions), thus, 
a,side from the job titles, there is no evidence that the positions are for p·arallel positions and a 
substantive detefiilination cannot legitimately ·be made. 

In summary, and for each and all of the reasons discussed above, the AAO concludes that the 
advisory opinion rendered by Mr. is not probative evidence to establish the proffered 
position qualifies as a ~peci~ty occupation. The conclusions reached · by Mr. lack the 
requisite specificity and detail and are not sqpponed by indepe~dent, objective evidence 
,demonstrating the manner in which he reached such conclusions. There is an inadequate factual 
foundation established to support the opinion and the AAO fmds that the opinion is not in accord 
with other information in the record. ' 

The AAO may, in its discretion, use as advisory opmJons or statem.ents submitted as expert 
testhnony. However, where an opiflion is not in accord with other information or is in any way 
questionable, USCIS is not required to accept or may give less Weight to that evidence. Matter of 
Caron International, 19 I&N i:>ec. 791 (Comm. 1988). · As a reasonable exercise of Its discretion, 
and for the reasons dis9ussed above, the AAO fmds the advisory opinion letter is not probative 
evidence to establish eligibility. For efficiencv's sake, the AAO hereby incorporates the above 
discussion and analysis regarding Mr. opinion letter into its analyses of each criterion 
at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). 

Thus, . based upon a 90mplete review of the record, the petitioner has not established that a 
requirement of a bachelor's or higher degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent, is common to 
the petitioner's industry in positions that are both: (1) parallel to the proffered position; and (2) 
lo<;:ated ii;l orga,nizations that are similar to the petitioner. For the reasons discussed above, the 
petitioner has not satisfied the frrsta.ltemative prong of 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2). 

the AAO will next consider the second alternative prong of 8 C,ER. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)(2), 
which is satisfied if the petitioner shows that its particular position is so complex or unique that it 
Gan be performed Qnly by an individual with at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty or its 
equivalent. 

In the instant case, the rec,ord of proceeding contains infon:nation reg_arding the petitioner's business 
operations, including corporate documents; a work flow chart; a 2012 Pr()duct Information packet; 
copies of Sales by Customer Sun'lrtiaries; invoices; 2011 Household & Health Care Market report; 
and related materials. 'the AAO examined each piece of eVidence for relevance, probative value, 
and credibility, both individually and within the context of the totality of the evidence. However, 
the evidence submitted fails to · establish that the petitioner's proffered position qualifies for the 

access unknown sites, which may inadvertently result in computer security risks or viruses. 

Further, based upon tl:te i.nfol1Il<J.tion provide<), the advertising compaJ1ies are not similar to the petitioner. As 
previously mentioned, for the petitioner to establish that an organization is similar, it must demonstrate that 
the petitioner and the advertising organization share the same general characteristics. Without this evidence, 
such documen.tation is gerter<J.,lly outside the scope of consideration for this criterion, which encompasses 
only organizations that are similar to the petitioner. 
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requested classification _under the applicable statutory , and regulatory provisions, It is not the 
voiume of documentation that establishes eligibility for the. benefit · sought, but rather the relevance, 

I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

pxobative va,h,1e, and credibility of the documentation - both individually and within the context of 
the totality of the evide~ce. -

The AAO acknowledges that coiifisel claims that the proffered position involves complex duties .. 
t-Iowever~ tl1e petitioner failed to .credibly demonstrate exactly what the beneficiary will do oil a 
d_ay-to--day ba_~i~ suc.b that complexity or uniqueness can even be determined. Furthermore, the 
petitioner fails to sufficiently qevelop relative complex:ity or uniqueness as @ aspect of tl:!e 
proffered position. The AAO hereby incorporates into this analysT~ this decision's eadier 
comments and findings regarding the generalized level of the information and evidence provided 
with regard to the proposed duties and the position that they are said to comprise. As reflected in 
those earlier cOI)llJl,eiJ.t~ and find,ings, t:he petitioner has not developed or established complexity or 
litiiqueness-as attributes of the proffered pos_ition th.at would require the services of a persop with at 
least abachelor'-s degree in a specific specialty, or its equivalent. · 

In the instaiJ.t ca~e; t:he petitioner has falled to demonstrate how the duties of the position as 
described require t,he tbeoret_ical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge 
such that a bachelor's or · higher degree in a specific specialty, or its eq\livaient, is required to 
perform them. For irtStance, the petitioner did not submit information relevant to a detailed, cour~e 
of study leading to a specialty degree a:nd_ did not establish ho)V such a cutticulum is necessary to 
perfop:;n the du.ties of ·the proffered position. While a few related courses may be beneficial to 
performing certain. d:u.ties of a market research .analyst position, the pet\tioner has failed. to 
demonstrate how _a:n established curriculum of sucl! courses leading to a baccalaureate or higher 

· degree in a specific specialty, ot. its equivalent, is required to perform the duties of t.be part.icP.}l:lf 
position here: 

This is further evidenced by the LCA submitted by the petitioner J.n support of the instant petition. 
Again, the AAO incorporates py reference ®d reiterates it earlier discussion that the LCA indicates 

, that the position is a low~ level, entry position relative to others Within the occl,lpation. :Based upo_n 
Ow wage rate, the beneficiary is only required to have a basic understanding of the occupation, 
Moreover; t,be wage rate indicates that the beneficiary will perform routine tasks that require 
.limited, if @,y, exercise of independent judgment; her work Will be Closely supervised and 
monitored; she wUl rec~iv~ _specific instructions on required tasks and expected results; and her 
work will be reviewed for ac~uracy. Moreover, DOL guidance states that a job offer for a research 
fellow, a worker in training, or an internship wou.ld: be an indication that a level I wage should be 
considered. 

Without further evideqce, it is simply not credible that the petitioner's proffered position js complex 
or unique as such a position wol,lld likely be classified at a higher-level, such as a Level IV (fully 
competent) position, requiting a significantly higher prevailing wage. A Level IV (fully competent} 
po~ition i$ designated by DOL for employees who "use advanced skills and diversified knowledge 
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to solve unusual and complex problems."18 

The evidence of record does not establish that this position· is significantly different from other 
market research analyst positions such that it refutes the Handbook's information to the effect that 
the:re is a spectrt1m of preferred degrees for these positions, including a degree not in a specific 
specialty. In other words, the record lacks sufficiently detailed ipfqnpation to distinguish the 
proffered position as unique from or more complex than market research analyst positions that can 
be performed by persons without at least a bachelor's degree in . a specific specialty, or its 
equivalent. 

The AAO observes that the petitioner has indicated that the beneficiary's ed_ucational background 
and experience will assist her in carrying out the duties of the proffered position. However, the test 

· to establish a position as a specialty occupation is not the skill set or education of a proposed 
beneficiary, but whether the position itself requires the theoretical and practiCal application of a 
body of highly specialized knowledge obt_aine(i by at least baccal~ureate-l¢vel k_nowledge in a 
specialized atea. The petitioner and counsel do not sufficiently explain or clarify at any time 'in the 
record which of the duties, if any, of the proffered position would be so complex or Urtique as to be 
ciistinguishable from those of similar but non-degreed or non-specialty degreed employment. Upon 
review of the record of proceeding, the petitioner has failed to establish the proffered position as 
satisfying this prong of the criterion at 8 C.P.R. § 214/Z(h)( 4 )(iii)(A)(2). · 

the third criterion of 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) entails an employer demonstrating thaf it 
normally requires a bachelor's degree in a specific spec~alty, or its equivalent, for the position. To 
this end, the AAO us_u~ally reviews the petitioner's past recruiting and hiring practices, as well as 

· infotniation regarding employees who previously held the position. 

To merit approval of the petition under this criterion, the record must establish that a. petitioner'S 
imposition of a degree t:equiremept is not m~rely a matter of preference for high-caliber candidates but 
is necessitated by perfotniance requirements of the pos_jtion, Upon review of the record of p:roceeciing, 
the petitioner has not established a prior history of recruiting and hiring for the proffered position only 
persons with at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty, ot its equivalent. 

While a petitioner may believe or otherwise assert that a proffered position requires a specific 
<legr¢e; that opinion alone without corroborating evidence cannot establish the position as a 
specialty occupation. Were USCIS limited solely to reviewing a petitioner's claimed self..:imposed 
requirements, then any indiv~dual with a bachelor's degree could be brought to the United States to 
perform any occupation as long as the petitioner artificially created a token degree :require111ent, 
whereby all individuals employed in a particular position possessed a baccalalJ,reate or higher 
degree in the specific specialty, or its equivalent. See Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F.3d at 388. Iii 
other words, if a petitioner's stated degree requirement is only designed to artificially meet the 
standards for an H-lB Visa and/or to underemploy an individual in a-position for which he or s_he i_s 

18 Fot additional infonnation on Level N wage levels, see U.S. Dep't of Labor; Emp't & Training Admin., 
Ptev(li!ing Wage Detennination Policy Guidance, Nonagric. Immigration Programs (rev. Nov. 2009), 
available at http://www.foreignlaborcert.doleta.gov/pdf/NPWHC~Guidanc:e_~~vi.s~d_ll~~009.pdf. 
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overqualified and if the _proffered position does -not in fact require Kuch a speCialty degree or its 
equivalent, to perform its duties, the occupation would not meet .the statutory ot regulatory 
definition of a specialty occupation. See § 214(i)(l) of the Act; 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(ii) (defining 
th~ te:nn "specialty occupation"). ' -

To satisfy this criterion, the evidence of record must therefore show that the specific peifotmahce 
requirements of the position generated the recruiting and biting history. A petitioner's perfunctory 
4eclaration or a particular educational requirement will not mask the fact that the position is not a 
speci~lty occupatiOJ1. USClS Il1l1St exallltne theactuaJ employinen~ requirements; and, on the basis 
of that eXamination, detettnil1e whether the position qualiJies .. as a speci~lty ocCl1p_~tiol1. See 
generally Defensor v. Meissner, 201 F. 3d 384. In 'this pursuit, the critical element i_s not the title of 
the position, or the fact that an employer has routinely insisted on c.ertaiil educational sta.tidards, but 
wbetbe:r pe:rforrr:laJJCe of the position actuaily requires · the theoretical and practical application of a 
body of highly specialized knowledge, ar.td the attahlment of a baccal~ureate or higher degree in the 
specific specialty as the minimum for entry iilt<:> the occupation as required by the Act To interpret 

1 
the reg~lations an~ ~ther way would lead to absu:r~ tesuits:_ ifUSCIS ~ere constr~irted to recogn_tz.e 
a -~pe<;~~lty occupation merely because the pet1t10ner has an established practice of demandlllg 
certain edll.catiop.al requirements for ihe proffered position - and without consideration of how a 
beneficiary is to be specific~Uy employed - t;hep a.ny alien with a bachelor's degree in a specific 

· specialty could ve ·brought into the United States to perform no11-specialty QCQ:tJp~tioJ1s, so; long ~-s 
the employer required all such employees to have baccalaureate ot higher degtees. See id.·at 388: 

\ 

The petitioner stated in, tlle Form 1-129 petition that it has three employees and that it was 
established in 2009 (appro~i_mately thre~ y~~s pdor to the H-1B submi_ssl.on). In response tothe 
RFE, counsel Stated that "the president of the petitioning C01llpany, [the petilionerJ, performed the 
role of marker research analyst." Counsel .furthet stated that "the president of the company is a 
b~Ghelor degree holder in Business Management from South Korea." The petitioner did not sl.J.bmit 
.documentary evidence to establi~ib tbe president's credentials. Further, it appears that the president 
(who has been performing otber funclions in additiop. to the duties of the proffered position) 
happens to possess art adVanced degree. However, the petitioner has not sUbmitted any ptob~(ive 
evidence to establish that it normally requires at least a bachelor's degree in a specific specialty, or 
its equivalent, for the proffered position. The petitioner did not provide probative evidence 
demonstrati!lg that it has a history of requiring the degree ot degree equivalency in its ptiot 
recrniting $ _d bi:ring f()r the position. . . . 

Upon review of the record, the petitioner did J10t p:rovide d.oc~_nrenta.r.y evicience regarding curreJJt 
or past recruitment efforts for the market research analyst position. The reco.rd does not est~bl_ish ~ 
prior history of recruiting and hiring fot the proffered position only persons with at least a 
bachelor's degree in a specific specialty, or its equiValent. Thus, the petitioner has not satisfied the 
third criterion of 8 C.f.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A). : 

The fourth criterion at 8 C.P.R.§ 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) requites a petitioner to establish that the nature 
of the specinc duties is so specialized and complex that the knowledge required to perform them is 
usually assoCiated with the attajnment of a bacc~lal!feate or bigb.er degree ill. a· specific specialty, or 
its equivalent · 
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·As previously noted, coun:sel cl~i.ms tb~t the prqffe_red position, ip_volves speciali~~d an:d coro.pJeJ!; 
duties. -The AAO reviewed the record of proceeding and notes th~t the pet_itioner and counsel 
provided irtfotrriatiort regarding the petitioner's business operations, as previously discussed. 
However, the AAO nqtes that the petitioner has not provided probative evidence to satisfy this 
·¢riterion pftge regulations. In the instant case, relative specialization and complexity have not beert 
sufficiently dev~loped by the petitio11er ~s an ;:tspect ofthe proffered position. 

I . • 

As. refle.cted in this deeision's earlier .colfiifiefits and findings with regard to the generaljzed level at 
which the proposed duties are described, the petitioner · has not presented the proposed duties with 

. su.ffic.ient specificity and substantive content to even establish relative specialization and cot_nplexity 
as distipgtiishing characteristics of those dlJties, let alone that they are at a level that would require 
knowledge usually associated with attainment of at least a bachelor's degree ill a specific specialty, 
or its equivalent. That is, the proposed duties have not been described with sufficient spec'ificity to 
eStablish that they are more specialized and complex than positions that are hot usually associated 
with at least a oacbelor's degree ip_ a specific specialty, or its equivalent. The AAO incorporates its 
eatliet discussion and analysis regarding the duties of the proffered position, and .the desiguatiQn of 
the-proffered position i.p. the LCA as a Levell pos'ition (the lowest of four assignable w~ge-Jevels). · 
Wl.thout further evidence, it is simply rtot .credible that the petitioner's proffered positiortis one with 
specialize4 and complex duties as such a positiori would. likely be classified at a higher-level, s·uch 
as ~ Level IV (fulJy competent) position, requiring a substantially higher prevailing wage. As 
pteviomly discussed, a Level IV (fully competent) position. is designated by DOL for employees 
who ''use advanced skills and diversified knowledge to solve unusual and complex problems" and 
requires a significantly higher wage. 

'Jbe petitioner ha,s submitted in.~dequate probative evidence to satisfy this criterion of the 
regulations. Thus, the petitioner has not established th_at the duties of th~ po~ition are so spec.ia,ii~ed 
and complex that the :knowledge required to perfortn. the duties is usually associated with -the 
~tt.~_iJ:lllleiit of a baccalaureate or higher degree in a Specific specialty, or its equivalent. The AAO, 

· therefore, c<;>u.¢ludes- that the · petitioner · failed to satisfy the criterion at 8 C.P.R.. 
§ 214.2(h)( 4}(iii)(A)(4), 

For the reasons related .ih the preceding discu_ssion, the petiti()ner bas fa,iled to est~blish th~t it h~s 
satisfied any of the criteria at 8 C.P.R. § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A) and, therefore, it cann<>t be found that 
the proffered position qualifies as a specialty occupation. The appeal Will .be dismissed artd the 

• petition denied for this reason .. 
) 

Art application or petition that f~ils to comply with the technical requirements of the law may be 
deilied by the AAO even if the sei'Vice cent~r does not id~ntify all of the grounds for dep_ial in the 
initial decision. See Spencer Enterprises, Inc, v. United States, 229 F. Supp, 2d 1025, 1043 (E.D. 
Cat 200l), (Jfj'd, 345 F.:3d683 . .(9th Cir. 2003); see also Soltane v. DOJ, 381 F.3d 143, 145 (3d Cit. 
2004) (notfug that the MO c.on.ducts appell~te review on a de novo basis). · 
i . . _· . . . 

Moreover, when the AAO denies a petition on multiple alternative grounds, a plaintiff cart succeed 
~~ -a ch~Uenge on.ly if it shows that the AAO abused its discretion with respect to all of the AAO's 
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em,1mer~ted grounds. See Spencer Enterprises, Inc. v. United States, 229 F. Supp. 2d a.t 1043, aff'd. 
345 f,3d 683. 

The appeal will be dismissed fot the above stated reasons .• with each considered as an ind,ependent 
and aitemate basis for the decision. In visa petition proceedings, it is the ·petitioner's burdei1 to 
esta.bli_s.b. eljgibili.ty for the irn,ri.:J,igration benefit sought. Section 291 of tbe Act, 8 U.S.C. § 1361; 
Matter of Otiende, 26 I&N Dec. 127, 128 (BIA 2013). Here, that burden has not been met. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 




